
Sri. V. Chandrasekar,
Advocate,
1100 East Vellala Stret, Karanthai,
Thanjavur 613002

Dear sir,

Under instructions from our client Sri. S. Karthik Gopinath, residing at “Karthik Nivas”, No. 37, Sabhi

Nagar, 1st street, 3rd cross street, IAF Avadi, Chennai 55, we have to issue this reply notice to your

notice issued on 6.5.2022 on behalf of the Executive officer, A/m Madurakaliamman Thirukoil

Siruvachur,  Perambalur, as hereunder;

1. At the outset the allegations made in your notice are denied as false, motivated, fabricated,

extremely convoluted and vexatious. The allegations are vague, cryptic, devoid of any basis

or merit whatsoever. It is mainly guided by a YOUTUBE message of one Sankar, who is mainly

known to blackmail people for extraneous reasons. He has no good word about any,

including our Chief Minister or his family. One need not have given any importance to the

version of a paid stooge. Unfortunately, your client appears to have relied upon his version

and another of his ilk, Piyush Manoosh to base his notice. The reading of the notice

apparently indicates their veiled presence and ghostly existence.

2. Your client ought to have verified their antecedents before embarking to issue the notice to

our client. Be that as it may, our client is obligated to place the truth and what impelled him

to undertake the project. Our client is a public spirited individual and has been coaching

aspirants for civil services and in addition, runs a Youtube channel. He considers that as a



dutiful citizen to address on all matters of public importance unbiasedly. Our client does not

take sides while offering his opinions, but does so after deep investigation of the subject and

on securing the opinion of experts in the field. He is keen that on whatever matter he

addresses in his forum, the same is truthful, acceptable to moral sense and has not done

anything that impinges the esteem of any person, including those who do not share the

same philosophy or ideology as that of our client.

3. To put it straight, our client is a nationalist and not controlled by narrow, sectarian and

parochial approach adopted by many for their selfish interest. He earns money through

straight forward means, unlike Mr. Shankar and Piyush Manush. Our client can disclose his

source of funds and wherewithal, unlike the ones your client relies upon. It is sad that at

their instance, our client is issued with the notice. Left alone, your client is aware that our

client has followed all legal norms and has been righteous and transparent in his dealings

throughout.

4. Our client was aghast on coming to know that the Idols in Siruvachur Temple had been

vandalised by miscreants. He had expressed his shock in his channel on 10th October 2021.

Queries had started flowing in as to whether he is keen on restoring the idols in the temple.

Our client was contacted over phone and was requested to personally embark on the subject

and many had offered to contribute for such restoration of the idols. This prompted our

client to raise funds through milaap.org, a third party fund raiser organisation. (even today

the funds lie in the account and if any transfer is to be done, it will be from their account to

the concerned directly)

5. At this juncture, your client is aware that the vandalized idols included both the temples

under the jurisdiction and control of HR & CE and one falling outside. Our client’s move

fetched an amount of Rs.33,28,924.00 and after deduction of payment gateway charges a

sum of Rs.32,47,651.00 is available for the activity. The said amount flowed within 3 days of



the initiation of the fund raiser. Immediately, our client had on 14.10. 2021 requested his

viewers not to send anymore funds as the amounts available in hand is sufficient for the

purpose envisaged. Yet again, it was specifically informed that no amount should be sent to

his personal account. Your client is free to view the Youtube channel hosted by our client and

he can find for himself that on that date only the Milap.org account number was given and

not his personal account.

6. Our client informed through his channel that the viewers will be informed on regular basis

the manner in which the money’s would be spent. This was also faithfully done. An amount

of Rs.100,000 has been withdrawn from the funds raised and the same was directly

transferred to the bank account of the “Sthapathi” for making the idols for one of the

temples (private temple). The balance amount is lying intact with Milaap and not even a

single rupee has been transferred anywhere. The stupid claim of Shankar and Piyush are

without basis and they did not even chose to verify the details. Afterall our client would not

expect such a courtesy from men of low values. It may also be stated that some members

have viewed the channel details and had unknowingly, despatched a sum of Rs.1,95,136.00

towards the account number mentioned in the Channel. As it was intended for the purpose

of rehabilitation of the temple, it was also earmarked for restoration of the idols.

7. The viewers of Ilaya Bharatham are over 2.03 lakhs. The subscribers have absolute faith

and confidence on our client. They have seen our client’s bonafide intentions. Around 131 of

them have despatched the amounts to the channel account. Our client is only a custodian of

their amounts. He acted as a conduit for the purposes of securing the interest of the temple

and worshipping public. Our client’s subscribers have the fullest confidence on him and he

had also stood by their faith.



8. Your client is aware that the reconstruction and rehabilitation work has already

commenced and is underway. The worshipping public from Sirvachur are closely monitoring

the work. As already stated, that the funds raised for temple restoration have been

earmarked for restoration of idols of ARULMIGHU PERIYASAMY, CHELLIAMMAN VAGAYRA

AND SENGAMALAYAN THIRUKOIL Hills temple (which is under HRCE) and another private

temple (PERIYANDAVAR TEMPLE), both of which are in Siruvachur and were vandalised by

miscreants. The idol construction activities for both the temples have commenced. Our client

is given to understand your client as the Executive officer is also closely monitoring the work.

9. As regards ARULMIGHU PERIYASAMY, CHELLIAMMAN VAGAYRA AND SENGAMALAYAN

THIRUKOIL Hills temple, which is under the control of the HR & CE the approval from the

competent authority is awaited for the amounts to be transferred. Your client is aware that

the estimate given for this purpose given by AHM AGASTHIYA ARTS & CRAFTS is Rs

36,22,500. The private temple has given an estimation of Rs. 3,49,000 for construction of

statues and an additional Rs 1,00,00 towards miscellaneous expenses involved during

restoration and for kumbabishekam. The total amounts that was collected is Rs 34,42,787,

while the estimation for restoration of the idols is Rs 40,71,500.

10. Our client states that the funds raised is not even sufficient to meet the expenses in the

temple under your client’s jurisdiction. The balance funds, whatever, if in shortage, is to be

borne by our client. This was undertaken by our client even earlier and before the

authorities. At this juncture, the Board had insisted on a letter from our client to do the job

as per the rules. Such a letter was formally submitted on 29.12.2021. The members of the

public at Siruvachur, and respectable persons like, M/s Pari, Gangadaran, Neelakantan,

Srinivasan, and others, (of the “Thirupani Committee”) met your client and requested the

work to be completed through our client. All of them knew our client has raised funds

through Milap.org for the purpose of rehabilitation of the temple.



11. Your client’s attention is drawn to the Management and preservation of properties of

Religious institutions Rules, especially to rule 11 onwards. The rule very clearly states that a

worshipper or any other person could offer to donate the cost of execution of the work and

the same shall be processed. Precisely the same principle had been adopted by our client.

The provision does not say that the money should flow from the pockets of the donor. The

donor could act as a trustee of the funds provided to him. Be it known that none of the

persons contributed the money has any complaint against our client. Wayfarers and rank

outsiders cannot poke their nose into a good job being undertaken.

12. Eventually, your client should be made known that form prescribed by the HR & CE

department for Donor’s contribution cannot accommodate 2157 names as donors. That was

the sole reason for our client to take up the responsibility of subscribing his name. That was

also the intention of the members of the public as they felt that having stood for their cause,

our client should be shown as a donor. Our client makes it clear that he is one among the

2288 persons who have contributed for the rehabilitation and restoration of the idols in the

temple.

13. Our client has taken a moral responsibility for completing the task. As a devout Hindu, he

considers it a duty to restore the temple vandalized by anti-social elements targeting the

Hindu faith and culture. Instead of accusing our client by issuance of a notice, our client is



keen on knowing whether your client had lodged any complaint against those responsible for

desecrating the idols and steps taken for punishing the accused. Be that as it may, our client



is only keen on your client securing the necessary approval from the competent authority for

completing the work at the earliest.

14. Our client does not appreciate the language employed in your notice. Our client did not use

the name of the temple for benefitting himself. It is sad that your client is guided by

unconfirmed media reports and that too, of dubious characters. Your client should know that

dismissed policeman and an accused in a criminal case and who is out on bail, are not

worthy persons that should have swayed your client to issue a legal notice. Your client should

have verified the records and the contribution made by the public through our client before

shooting the notice in haste.

15. If notices are issued indiscriminately, it will only prevent devout Hindus and honest persons

from engaging themselves in public cause. Our client has also met the higher authorities,

including the Commissioner of HR&CE and apprised them even before the notice was served

on him as to the mode adopted for doing the donor’s work. They were appreciative that our

client is freely engaging himself without taxing the funds of the temple. Your client is free to

look into the accounts maintained by our client. As soon as the permission is secured, let it

be clear that our client will ensure that the process of financial transfer is done smoothly and

immediately.

16. Our client has only supplemented the efforts of HR & CE by organising this campaign to

ensure that the restoration activity is completed at the earliest. Such being the case, the

allegation that has been levelled against our client lacks substance. Kindy request your client

not to harass honest persons from taking up the task of restoring the temple or the idols. If

such a defiant course is adopted none will serve the worshipping public and temple cause.

V. Raghavachari


